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Student "Task Force" Selected By Trinity SGA Squash Ready
for Nationals
Showdown
NICKAUERBACH '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

COURTESY OF MATT MAINULI '13
A discarded solo cup resrs upon a fence post in the aftermath of the October snowstorm. Srudenrs hope the task force will bring about modifications to the new social policy.

ALEXA MEHRABAN '13
STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 1, 2012, the Trinity College
Student Government Association (SGA)
hosted an open forum for students to dis·
cuss, troubleshoot, and analyze the new
Social Host Policy that was enacted on
January 19. The forum was one of the
first steps the SGA has taken to move
towards creating a student committee
that will work to give recommendations

to the administration to revise the policy. About fifteen students attended the
forum. SGA President Panida Pollwait
'12, plans to use the comments from the
discussion, the forum on January 25,
and the Facebook event called ''What do
you think ·about the new social policy at
Trinity," to aid the revision process.
Applicants for the student committee
attended one of two forums and submit·
ted answers to questions that were sent
out in a campus-wide email. The SGA

formed the committee on Friday, and
plans to meet with the administration
this week to discuss a revised policy.
As students went over the policy in
detail, they mentioned the pros and cons
of each new rule. In addition, students
discussed possible solutions to amelio·
rate some of the existing problems with·
in our community. In terms of the limit

see TASK on page 7

In light of Trinity's recent loss to
the Yale Bulldogs, the Bantams have
come to terms with the end of their 252
game winning streak. This past week,
the Men's Squash team topped
arguably their toughest opponent yet,
Princeton University. In squash, like
in life, humility is essential to victory.
Without humility the pressure of win·
ning will amount so high that it could
cause anyone to have a mild stroke.
Squash can be "simple" if played with a
patient fervor, levelheaded aggression,
and quiet confidence. It's easier said
than done because it doesn't take much
for a player to become consumed by the
pulsating complexity of their sport
that can trap even the savviest of play·
ers. Squash is really a game of preci·
sion - every rail has to hug the side
wall to avoid an easy counter, every
boast must ricochet off the three front
walls and land in one of the two front
corners, every lob should sail gently
over the opponents' head and plop in
the back court, and every drop needs to
kiss just above the tin so the ball drib·
bles softly to an eventual roll. Despite
this, the game also relies on tbe ability

see MEN'S on page 15

Commercials, Music Form Key Professor Hager Speaks About
Part of Super Bowl Sunday the Power of the Written Word
LYDIA KAY '13 &
CHLOE MILLER '14
FEATURES EDITOR
ARTS EDITOR

Besides football, there are several
fundamentally American institutions
celebrated on Super Bowl Sunday.
Cars, beer, junk food, and pop star spec·
tacles are all just as much a part of the
game as the players and the plays.
Because Trinity is split down the mid·
dle in terms of New York Giants and
New England Patriot fans, the result of
the super bowl is no doubt a touchy
subject among friends . Rather than
arguing over strategies, player statis·
tics or coach decisions, we decided to
stick to the subjects that everyone could
generally agree on: the notoriously
pricey commercials and Madonna's half
time show.
Super Bowl commercials are leg·
endary. Who can forget the Clydesdales
of Budweiser, ''Mean Joe Green" of
Coca-Cola, or the E·trade babies? At
$3.5 million for a 30-second spot this
year, these commercials did not disap·
point. It was obvious advertisement

agencies had all hands on deck when
creating these ads, and worked to get
their money's worth with every second
of primetime television they could.
Just before kick-off, husband-and·
wife country duo Blake Shelton · and
Miranda Lambert opened with a beau·
tiful rendition of "America the
Beautiful," followed by Kelly Clarkson
teaming up with the Indianapolis
Children's Choir for the national
anthem, both to rave reviews.
Three major female pop stars head·
lined the half-time show, but Madonna
took center stage. Because of a ham·
string injury she suffered days before
the performance, she was unable to do
all of the dance moves she'd originally
rehearsed. However, she was still able
to wear five-inch heels and command
the attentions of viewers everywhere.
With a giant supporting cast of gladia tors, acrobats, cheerleaders, drummers
as well as a gospel choir, the queen of
pop was still quite a crowd ·pleaser. A
tightrope performer took breaths away

LYDIA KAY '13
FEATURES EDITOR

Last Thursday, February 2nd,
Assistant
Professor
of
English
Christopher Hager gave a presentation
to a room full of professors and students
entitled "Emancipation and the Act of
Writing." The common hour event was
held in Rittenburg Lounge, and served
as an opportunity for Professor Hager to
present pieces of the book he recently
completed last year while on leave,

Word by Word: Emancipation and the
Act of Writing. The book was published
by Harvard University Press last fall,
and is consistent with Hager's past lit·
erary research as a graduate student at
Northwestern University where he
studied literature related to slavery and
the Civil War. His work focuses on the
printed matter of literature, where he
specifically focused on manuscript texts
written by semi-literate African
Americans in the 19th century.
Hager was careful to emphasize that
he was not necessarily looking at slave
narratives; over the past year of research

see EASTWOOD on page 11
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COURTESY OF LYDIA KAY '13
Hagar speaks with a professor regarding his presentation.

he examined more than 200 letters writ·
ten by African Americans to many differ·
ent types of people; the receivers were
anyone from other African Americans

see HAGER on page 13
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Tripod Editorial
The Importance of a Second Glance
Books do not change; people
change. The words you read
today will not look any different on the day that you graduate. How you feel about those
words, however, will certainly
be different.
Is there anything in this
world more constant than literature? Even the effects of gravity can be temporarily suspended through the use of cen tripetal force. When you reread
a novel you give yourself a
benchmark for intellectual
change; a mirror that reflects
not a being as he currently
exists, but how he has grown
since he last left the pages.
Some do not consider the
rereading of books a useful
endeavor, arguing that it would
simply be a waste of time considering how many great books
they have not yet read. But
what, I ask you naysayers, is a
better mechanism to judge the
development of a young mind?
No test, no pop quiz, no group
presentation can offer you such
an insight, such a chance to see
inside your own head and think
for a second about how you
measure up to the person that
you used to be.
J.D. Salinger's Catcher in
the Rye is the universal example of the ways in which the
meaning of a book can change

over time. In my formative
years, I considered Holden
Caulfield to be the coolest kid
on the block. He was independent and opinionated; he was
everything that I wanted to be.
After picking it up again this
summer, I couldn't help but to
grimace at his adolescent
remarks and tireless rants. He
was no longer a philosopherking. He was my little brother
on a long car ride.
Dubliners by James Joyce
stood out in a different way
when I reread it over winter
break. Stories like Araby and
An Encounter did not resonate
with me the same as they did
during my first read-through
over a year ago. Instead, I distinctly remember the feeling in
my stomach when I realized
what happens at the end of
Clay. How could I have missed
something so profound? I
picked up on the subtleties of
Ivy Day in the Committee
Room, and poured over the last
pages of The Dead, as Gabriel
learns about his wife's past
relationship with the bedridden and aptly named Michael
Furey.
In Remembrance of Things
Past, Marcel Proust asks us to
examine how our lives would be
changed had we read all the
same books in a different order.

Imagine reading The Outsiders
as an adult without first getting to know Ponyboy and
Dally in seventh grade English
class. What if we tried to take
on Othello without ever reading Romeo and Juliet or The
Taming of the Shrew? So, it is
true that timing is a factor
when reading literature.
Books do not exist at any
point in time. They share a
space with ghosts. A story does
not age like a person, no matter
how violent or sinful. The lifespan of a story is only as long as
the relative quality of the tale
it tells, and if we could prolong
our existence by telling stories,
we certainly would. However, if
you think about it, this is
already happening each day in
literature classes across the
world. For the time being, it is
only in literature that it is possible to live forever.

-MHM

Why I Am Giving Facebook the Ax
In late September 2011,
Facebook introduced the new
"Timeline"
interface
for
users-a profile overhaul that
makes users chose an imposing "Cover Photo" that spans
the top of your profile, and
presents all of your informa tion in a manner that supposedly tells your story visually.
In December 2011, profiles
started to switch from the old
and conservative Facebook
layout, to the new and intimidating Timeline.
By January, more of my
friends' profiles changed to
Timeline daily, and with
sources now saying that
Facebook will soon make it
mandatory for all users to
switch to Timeline, I have
decided that when this change
is imposed on my profile,
Facebook and I will have to
part ways.
In "Introducing Timeline,"
Facebook shows how to get to
know each aspect of the new
design. The first and most
visually intrusive is the Cover
Photo. When confronted with
what picture to choose,
Facebook suggests that you
"Fill this wide, open space
with a unique image that represents you best. Its the first
thing people see when they
visit your timeline." In this,
Facebook is asking its users to
define who they are in a single
photo. If you can do this,
rtpo

great. I, on the other hand,
cannot.
While you could argue that
it's just a picture that fills up
space and brings a little color
to your profile, that's fine.
But it truly is the first thing
people see when they visit
your profile, and I do not want
to be judged by a single picture. You put up a nature·y
landscape, and voila-you're
outdoorsy. You make it a picture dotted with red solo cups,
and you like to party! You put
up an ill-timed picture of a
friend and you're a jokester.
Facebook has changed first
impressions from a firm
handshake to a single picture
you may have chosen on a
whim.
The next aspect that
Timeline introduces is ''Your
Stories," where you can "share
and highlight your most memorable posts, photos and life
events on your timeline. This
is where you can tell your
story from beginning, to middle, to now." I don't want people to know my entire life
story. More importantly, I
don't have the time or the
effort to meld my timeline into
what I want my life depicted
as.
The last feature that
Timeline introduces is ''Your
Apps," which is comprised of
"The movies you quote. The
songs you have on repeat. The

itor1a s represent t e views o
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activities you love. Now
there's a new class of social
apps that let you express who
you are through all the things
you do." The 'movies I quote'
and the 'songs I have on
repeat' aren't a conscious
effort-they just happen. By
trying to quantify your likes
and interests, Facebook is
making personalities around
the world inauthentic.
I understand that many of
these absurd features are
optional, but regardless of
how I would set up Timeline,
people will critique me by it.
With Facebook and a lot of
effort, you can make yourself
be
whoever
you
want.
Facebook can't capture who I
am, so I'd rather get rid of my
profile, than be judged for who
I'm not.

-MHB
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comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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Fraternities Exert a Positive Influence
Trinity, tour the facilities and
meet current students. If they
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
like what they see then our
"Blame the frats, it's their admissions office receives a
fault this is happening." Those number of applications that
are the words spoken by a purportedly paint an accurate
Campus Safety Officer to a 22 picture of the applicants. If the
years-old member of our stu- school chooses to accept the
dent-body after the officer students, whether for academforced him to pour out all of ics, athletic ability or ties to
the alcohol that he had in his alumni, then the student
room. The officer who said receives an invitation to join
these words had just been our community. Even students
hired and had no previous who cannot pay our astronominteraction with the Greek ically high tuition are given a
organizations on campus. I chance to come here, thanks to
find it interesting that some- philanthropic donations and
body who has no prior experi- the wonderful work done by
ence on this campus should the folks in the Office of
feel as though he is entitled to Financial Aid. Once enrolled,
make such a lofty claim. new students are thrown into
However, I am not writing this a mix of uncertain situations
to bash campus security, the and unprecedented experiadministration, or the new ences, which the school hopes
social policy. Rather, I'd like to will mold these young adults
into people the
offer some food
In
fact,
we
run
ourselves
school can be
for thought and
a possible solu- much like the school runs proud to have
tion to our cur- itself. Dubious? Rightfully admitted.
Now for the
rent quandary.
It is a fact so. Allow me to elaborate. p a r a l l e l .
Prospective
that Greek organizations on
this campus are often scape- members visit the Greek
goats for negative aspects of organizations, tour the faciliour social life. In his White ties, meet current members,
Paper, President Jones even and if they like what they see
went so far as to call fraterni- the Greek chapter in question
ties and sororities the "only receives a nice little stack of
anti-meritocratic entity that applications that tell us more
may today exist on those cam - about the students who have
puses where they still are rushed. If a fraternity chooses
allowed." As somebody who to accept the student into the
has experienced the full spec- organization, whether it is
trum of Greek-life I personally because of an impressive GPA,
take offense to this statement proven athletic prowess or
and I believe that it is an because the applicant has a
unnecessary slander towards connection to an alumni, then
organizations that have given the student is invited to join.
so much to this school. In fact, Even students who cannot
we run ourselves much like the afford dues are provided with
school runs itself. Dubious? the ability to join Greek organRightfully so. Allow me to elab- izations, thanks to the dona orate.
tions of generous alumni who
Prospective students visit do not want financial problems
JESSE HUNT '13

to interfere way of an experience that many call the most
significant part of their college
career. Once admitted, the
new member is thrown into a
mix of new and inimitable
experiences that undoubtedly
teach things undiscoverable in
a conventional classroom.
Anti-meritocratic? Now that's
just the pot calling the kettle
black. It is plain to see that
Greek organizations are a
community within the Trinity
community. Just like Hillel,
Umoja, the Fred and the Mill
are all sub-sets of the Trinity
community.
It is easy to blame an
organization when one is not a
part of it, just like it is easy to
blame the teacher when one
gets a bad grade. Sometimes
its their fault, but most of the
time the blame rests on the
accuser. In last week's Tripod,
Mr. Moffett accused Greek
organizations of being a social
system that brainwashes people into being inconsiderate
party monsters. Well excuse
me, but how many fraternity
brothers do you see getting Tcerted on a given weekend? If
we're talking about inconsiderate party monsters lets talk
about the sect of students who
drink in excess before coming
to make a mess at Greek houses.
For anybody who clings to
the notion that fraternities
promote binge drinking, consider the following. Even
before the new social policy,
fraternities generally provided
3 kegs of Natural Light Beer
(or some substitutable brand)
and hosted anywhere from
300-500' people throughout
any
given
late
night.

see FRATERNITIES page 4

Lack of Funding Affects Trin. Athletics
LILY PEPPER '12
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Close to four and a half
years ago I was recruited to
play soccer for Trinity College.
I remember the excitement I
felt when I was invited to
come to Trinity for a weekend
recruiting trip and spent the
entire weekend imagmmg
myself being a student-athlete
at this amazing school. When
I received my acceptance letter, the real horror began. I
was now a college athlete
which meant that my summer
would be spent working out,
lifting, playing as much soccer
as I could, all in preparation
for many athletes worst nightmare, Pre-Season.
The following summer preseason inevitably began in
late, late August. Like all of
the other incoming soccer
freshman, I spent the entire

preseason worried that I
would be cut from the team
before classes even started.
This is because in Division III
soccer, being recruited does
not guarantee you a place on
the team. Fortunately, after a
grueling preseason, I was
rewarded with a spot on the
prestigious Trinity Women's
Soccer team.
Once the horror of preseason was over and I was finally
a member of the team, my
favorite part of being a student at Trinity began. I have
made an amazing group of
friends on the team and could
not have imagined surviving
Trinity without them. Despite
the valuable friendships I
have made and the wonderful
experience I have had, I have
also had 4 years to evaluate
some of the problems that
both Trinity
and other
NESCAC athletes have to deal

with.
Trinity and the rest of the
NESCAC schools make it
extremely difficult . to be a
competitive Division III fall
student-athlete. The NESCAC
schools have special rules in
place, different from all other
Division III programs that
prohibit fall teams from beginning their pre-seasons prior to
about a week before classes
start. Most of my friends from
high school who chose to play
Division III women's soccer
went back to school for pre sea son in the first two weeks of
August, whereas NESCAC
athletes go back for preseason
a whole two to three weeks
later.
This rule puts fall
NESCAC teams at a huge disadvantage to other Division
III teams because they do not
have nearly as much time to

see TRINITY page 5

Social Policy Combats
Discrimination at Trinity
line with President Jones's
White Paper recommendations
of last fall). Greeks are now
Last week,
the SGA mandated to meet certain
President sent two global expectations for each party
emails to the student body con- with alcohol and outside guests
cerning the new social policy, that they hold.
implemented by the Dean of
Although many Greek affilStudents to curb excessive iated students will vehemently
party culture and self-destruc- deny this, I honestly think that
tive alcohol conthe Greek sysThe students are
sumption
at
tem (as a whole)
Trinity.
fosters
prejudinot wrong for
The
first
cial and disbeing uneasy and
email called for a
c rim in at or y
outright pissed, but
"Student Task
behavior. I don't
Force" to "prohave much to
the administration
duce recommensubstantiate
is not wrong for
dations
for
this claim in
wanting to put a
changes to the
regards to race
social
policy."
and sexuality.
stop to the kind of
The policy had
But it definitely
climate that fosters
only been in
applies to issues
out-right sociopathplace for one
of gender and
weekend at this
class.
The
ic behavior.
point. The SGA
Greek system at
President
felt
Trinity is male
obligated to act because of the dominated. Have you ever
overwhelming
student walked up to a Greek house
response during a forum host- during late night and seen
ed by the Dean of Students the female students selectively letweek before. According to ting in people to a party? The
rumors, between 500 to 1000 one exception of this is Cleo- I
students attend the four-hour think they deserve credit for
event. I try to imagine what being gender neutral compared
kind of place Trinity would be if to their peers. But for the rest,
all those people got into a room the whole idea of fraternities
and asked themselves the either being co-ed or affiliated
question: "How can we tackle with sororities for gender balthe world's biggest problems?" ance is bunk.
Wouldn't that be interesting?
Greek organizations are
In the second email, the also haunted by the same tenSGA president complained that dencies to discriminate based
"the student body was not a on their most basic nature.
part of the decision making Being in a Greek organization
process" for the new social pol- isn't cheep. It is usually at
icy. It lambasted
least
over
There's a culture of
the Dean of
$1,000 in dues
Students
alone
(and
entiltlement and
because it "primoredepending
arrogance that
oritize[d]
the
on whether you
haunts this campus,
social scene over
live
in the
particularly noticeimportant issues
house or not).
such as campus
Some
people
able in the fraternity
safety and acts
may
brush
that
houses, but not just
of discrimina off. But I think
localized there.
tion on campus."
that is a lot of
Social systems dont
The
SGA
This
money.
President wasn't
explains why
just pop up and start
the first to make
there is a disbrainwashing people
this claim.
proportionate
into being inconsidBut the claim
number
of
erate party monster.
that the new
Trinity's
social policy is
wealthiest stu somehow a distraction from dents participating in Greek
dealing with issues of campus organizations. They are, by
safety and discrimination com- their nature, discriminatory
pletely misinterprets the aim and elitist. By weakening their
of it. The point of the policy is social power and appeal, the
to curb the excessive party cul- new social policy would actualture and self-destructive alco- ly address the issue of discrimhol consumption at Trinity. ination.
(See Dean Alford's email dated
As relates to issues of camJanuary 12, which introduced pus safety, more inaccuracies
the policy. He lays out his apply. Hands down the biggest
intent in the first paragraph).
threat to the safety of Trinity
I think a discussion of student is ... well, Trinity stutransforming Trinity social cul- dents. This is directly due to
ture, the aim of the new social the party culture and excessive
policy, really begins with the drinking (fostered by Greek
Greek system. (Notice how the
see DANGER page 5
new social policy is exactly in
JOSEPH LAWS '12

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and do not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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America-Pakistan Relations Strained Frats Can Be a Solution
AHMED JAWAD '13

raid. Pakistan failed to detect
American forces entering its
air space, landing in a decently
One of the biggest issues occupied urban city and killing
facing the world in the 21st one of the most feared terrorcentury is the global war on ist. Pakistan was unhappy
terror. The United States of with the U.S. for entering their
America is of course leading airspace without their knowlthe charge against those who edge and consent. The then
threaten its interest within,
CIA chief, Leon Panetta, was
and outside of the United rather blunt in his statements
States of America. Pakistan by claiming that the CIA didn't
happens to be one of the most want to work with the
crucial allies in this War on "Pakistanis" since it could jeop·
Terror. Their relationship not ardize their mission.
Accusations were leveled at
only provides the States with
an access to Central Asia and the Pakistani army and the
Afghanistan, but it also has intelligence agency for giving
refuge to one of the most notopledged its allegiance in working against the elements that rious mass murderers this
threaten their mutual inter- world has ever seen. Such
ests.
statements were not welcomed
However, 2011 was a turbu- by Pakistan and once again,
lent year in the history of U.S- both the countries responded
Pakistan history. Certain by issuing some really serious,
and somewhat threatening,
events saw this relationship
hitting the lowest point in statements.
years. In January of 2011, a
Only when things started to
CIA hired contractor killed two appear a little calmer, NATO
Pakistani citizens in Lahore, forces attacked a Pakistani
Pakistan. Raymond Davis was border check post on the
arrested by Pakistani authori- Pakistan-Afghanistan border
ties and was tried on charges of stretch and killed about 24
murder.
Pakistani soldiers. There was a
However, the U.S. constant· complete
outrage
among
ly demanded the release of Pakistani officials, specifically
the army, and no
Davis, claim·
apologies, issued
ing that he
Pakistan needs to be
held a diploby the U.S. or
were
matic status in honest in its cooperation NATO,
accepted.
A
few
Pakistan ,
with the U.S. regarding
weak
investiga
which ensured
their efforts to minimize
him immunity
tions were held
from prosecu - the external threats posed and a few non·
tion. After a to the security of the U.S. appealing justilong struggle
fications were
P r es en t ed .
and a war of If the need be, access to
words, Davis
resources like Shamsi
NATO supplies,
which
went
was released
Airbase should be granted t h r
after paying
0 u g .h
blood money to the U .S. In return, how- Pakistan, were
s u s pended .
to the relatives
ever, the U.S. needs to
Shamsi Airbase,
of the people
he killed. That make sure they respect the which was under
amount paid status of Pakistan as a sov- American use for
quite
a
few
totaled up to
ereign nation and provide years,
was
$2.3 million.
The
T h e n their unconditional sup- vacated.
occurred the port, monetary or other- U.S . retaliated
by cutting its
much-celebratwise
...
monetary aid to
ed events of
Pakistan.
May
2nd.
The U .S ., after investing
Navy SEAL Team Six stormed
Afghanistan
for more than ten
a compound in Abbotabad,
years
has
been
unable to gain
Pakistan and killed Osama Bin
full
control
of
Afghanistan.
The
Laden. The body was thrown in
Taliban
insurgency
has
only
a sea and only the pictures of
grown stronger, and the U.S.
his dead body were revealed to
the rest of the world. There was has finally resorted to negotia much criticism leveled at the tions with these insurgents
U .S. over the conduct of this (which, by the way, are not
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Gujjar of Pakistan
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Above is a map of Pakistan and its population in relation to the geography of the Middle East.

going too well). Pakistan, on
the other hand, has been
plagued by an insurgency of its
own and has been investing
millions of dollars (most of
them provided through the
U.S. aid to Pakistan) in a coun·
terinsurgency campaign, targeted at curing the cancer that
has been infecting its society.
The interests of these two
countries in the South Asian
Diaspora do overlap. A friendly
government in Afghanistan
would not only counter the
Indian influence in Pakistan's
backyard, but it would also be
able to help in better border
protection which might be cru·
cial to seeing off insurgency in
the tribal belt of Northern
Pakistan. There are no friends
or foes in foreign policy.
All the decisions are driven
by interests. Although, there
are certain red zones that must
be understood and respected. T
here has to be an understanding of the fact that these two
countries are bound to respond
to certain situations in a different manner. The two countries
might not always agree on all
the decisions made. There is a
need of sincere bilateral talks
where certain issues regarding
the relationship need to be
resolved.
Both the countries have
contributed to the War on
Terror. If the U .S. has captured
and killed Osama Bin Laden, it
was Pakistan that captured
Faraj Al-Libbi, the third in
command of Al-Qaeda, and
Khalid Sheikh Mohammad, the
mastermind behind the 9/11
terror attacks. Joint operations
carried out by these two countries have significantly weakened al-Qaeda and other such
organizations.
Now, to
ensure an improved working
relationship, which would be
beneficial for both the coun tries, trust building measurements need to be taken by both
sides. Both the countries need
to entertain each other's
demands.
Pakistan needs to be honest
in its cooperation with the U.S.
regarding their efforts to minimize the external threats posed
to the security of the U .S. If the
need be, access to resources
like Shamsi Airbase should be
granted to the U.S. In return,
however, the U.S . needs to
make sure they respect the sta tus of Pakistan as a sovereign
nation and provide their
unconditional support, monetary or otherwise, to the
Government of Pakistan. The
U .S . should also be careful
about its action that might put
the security of Pakistani citizens in jeopardy. Certain com·
promises need to be made and
it's the only way forward for
both the countries.
If the greater good can be
achieved by great er coopera tion between th e two states, it's
worth making an effort for .
Otherwise, the world might
always remember the U.S. as
yet another superpower th at
failed in Afgh anist an .

can accomplish numerous
goals through one action. By
centralizing the social scene on
Considering the fact that Vernon Street, we effectively
Natural Light has an alcohol create a safer space that is eascontent of 4.2 percent and ier for Campus Safety to moni·
there are approximately 165 tor. If the majority of the stu cups of beer per keg, we're dent body is spending time in a
looking at under 500 cups of one-block radius, we create
4.2 percent alcohol beer served safety in numbers while also
over a three or four hour peri · providing a singular focal
od. So on a slow night with point at which Campus Safety
even just 200 people coming could concentrate their efforts.
through the doors you'd be Additionally, having more
hard ·pressed to find anybody Greek houses, which should be
who has been served more a proportional mixture of fra ·
than three beers at the party. ternities and sororities, would
You show me a person who provide an unprecedented
needs to be T-CERTed after 3 mode of social interaction for
beers and I'll show you some- students of all different walks
school.
body who is allergic to alcohol. of life at this
Furthermore,
by
adding
even
So how do we solve these
just
three
or
four
Greek
problems of misunderstanding, purported social inequali- Houses to Vernon we would
ty, binge-drinking etc.? To be substantially alleviate preshonest, I think we are current- sure on the current fraterni·
ly treating the answer as the ties already here. Parties
problem. I propose that we would be less crowded, more
embrace the Greek aspect of friendly and much more enjoyable. By allowour school and
expand upon it.
Rather than fighting the ing for new
re-locate
organizations
We
issue, why don't we
to
be added,
some of the
embrace
it?
Why
not
sepathe
school
administrative
offices currentwould
provide
rate us from the other
a community
ly on Vernon
Street (some of
schools by providing a
within
the
Trinity
comw h i c h
vibrant social scene in
munity
for
absolutely thdoe which all are welcome to be
hundreds more
not use
buildings
to a part of something bigger students, while
to
their
full than one's self? The word helping
lessen
the
potential) and
"fraternity" does mean
issue of exclu begin
new
sivity
within
chapters
at
"brotherhood," after all.
groups on this
these
buildings. Each new Greek-letter campus.
Trinity is constantly trying
organization should have to
re-apply for the physical space to find ways to separate itself
in which they reside on a bi- from the other NESCAC's.
annual basis for the first Rather than fighting the issue,
decade, and then every five why don't we embrace it? Why
years after that. In this way, not separate u s from the other
the school is able to maintain schools by providing a vibrant
a valid system of checks and social scene in which all are
balances
whereby
Greek welcome to be a part of someorganizations have to meet thing bigger than one's self?
certain community-oriented The word "fraternity" does
quotas by the end of each resi· mean "brotherhood," after all.
dency·period. By partaking in Perhaps some day when the
philanthropic activities, new on-campus crime-rates are
organizations would benefit down and the student qualitynot just their members, but of-life ratings are higher, that
the school as one large com· campus security officer will
look down Vernon Street one
munity.
If we turn Vernon into a night and say, "Thank God for
"Greek Row," similar to those the frats . It's because of them
at many Southern schools, we this has happened. "
continued from page 3
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Students walk down Vernon Street The majority of Trinity's Greek life is located on Vernon.
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A Danger Within Campu Trinity Athletics Overdue for Facelift
dents would be enticed to
come to Trinity. We could actulife) that the new social policy ally retain those smart,
is addressing. Every school bright, hard-working students
year, Trinity students report 5 that transfer every semester
sexual assaults where the per- because they are turned off by
petrator is a Trinity student. the excessive party culture.
The best estimates say that The educational experience
only 5-10 percent of victims could improve, and even
report sexual assaults at all. become prioritized. Trinity
If you're doing the math in students my feel more enticed
your head, you can easily to experience Hartford's relamake the conservative argu- tively rich cultural opportuniment that at least 50 Trinity ties. The surrounding commustudents are being sexually nity would no longer (or at
assaulted by other Trinity stu- least to a lesser degree) perdents every year. Too bad we ceive Trinity as a narcissistic,
don't get campus safety emails elitist group of rich white
about that. And during my kids, who come to spend of all
three and a half
their
parents'
year here, I
Every school year,
money,
get
have
never
drunk, and keep
heard
of
a Trinity students report 5 the local commuTrinity student sexual assaults where the nity in a state of
being sexually perpetrator is a Trinity economic oppresassaulted by a
sion. And,
it
member of the
student. The best
could
actually
local communiestimates say that only teach Trinity stuty.
dents a sense of
Now, factor 5-10 percent of victims responsibility, to
m
T-CERTS, report sexual assaults at finally fulfill the
other injuries
lofty mission the
related to alcoall.
College has. The
hol,
and
possible benefits
attacks against Trinity stu- of the social transformation
dents that occur going to or far outweigh the status quo.
from Greek organizations durI was very disappointed
ing
obnoxious
late-night the SGA President decided to
hours. It is the late-night build on the misguided stuparty culture and excessive dent angst about the new
alcohol consumption that is social policy. I think she is a
posing the campus safety fine person, but it is regretthreat. But there is a misper- table that she is so short
ception, as implied by the SGA sighted concerning this matPresident's email, that the ter. She could have easily prosafety threat rests outside of posed a social policy of her
the community.
own during the first four
What explains the dispari- months of her term instead of
ty between the real and per- just criticizing those who
ceived threat to the safety of actually are trying to make a
Trinity? I think there are change. I don't have any soluracial and elitist tendencies tions of my own for what the
that contribute to this depar- social policy should be. But I
ture from reality. The majority don't pretend to either. I think
of Trinity students are we should try out the new
wealthy Caucasians- the social policy, because it is the
majority of the local comm uni- first sensible, and most practity are impoverished African cal option that we have had
Americans and Latinos. Some regarding the improvement of
have even stupidly proposed social life on this campus for
to build an enormous fence quite a long time. If anyone
around campus to keep out all has a better idea, let's hear it.
members
of
I honestly
the local comI think we should try care
about
munity (I could out the new social policy, Trinity. It has
easily expand
because it is the first
given a lot to me.
on
Trinity's
And, I want to
general apathy
sensible, and most make sure it can
for the commu- practical option that we reach its full
nity and townpotential. To do
gown
relahave had regarding the so, Trinity has to
tions, but that improvement of social life break its addicwould require
tion to an out of
on this campus for quite a
more
space
control party cul·
than
I
am
long time.
ture, which proafforded).
If
motes excessive
this new social policy is able to drinking, discrimination, and
tame the late-night party cul- campus safety.
ture, then I think we would
Note : Joseph Laws '12 is
see a difference in the number an active member of Students
of Trinity students that are Against
Sexual
Assa ult
hurt.
(SASA), which meets Mondays
I also think that the new @ 7:00pm in the WGRAC
social policy would lead to Lounge (2nd floor Mather). He
other benefits . Less drinking encourages ALL members of
could lead to an overall clean- the Trinity community to take
er campus. Less would get a stand against sexual
destroyed, thereby saving the assault.For more information
college money. More smarter, about SASA, please email
brighter, harder-working stu- Laura.Lockwood@trincoll.edu.

continued from page 3

had a magic wand to wave Ferris, in comparison to the
over our indoor and outdoor gorgeous athletic centers at
play together, to work out athletic facilities. In the four many of the other NESCAC
the preseason kinks or devel- seasons that I was a member schools is not welcoming or
appealing.
op the most important aspect of our soccer team, I had the visually
of playing a team sport, team opportunity to travel around Additionally, it does not have
chemistry.
to other NESCAC other individual locker rooms, it is
Any person who has ever Division III athletic facilities. noticeably shaggy, it has
been involved in any type of Trinity's facilities, in compari· insufficient rooms for visiting
team, whether it be an ath- son to the others, rank teams, and I still get lost, as a
senior,
in the
letic or academic team, amongst the
So Trinity, I ask you, maze that is the
knows that chemistry does bottom three.
not happen overnight but While we do how do you plan on con- back of Ferris. I
can only begin to
rather takes time and work. have unbelievtinuing to attract top
imagine the diffiNESCAC fall teams are able squash
visiting
student-athletes when cul ty
forced to build the team courts and a
bonds necessary to create brand
new your facilities, are some teams, prospective
students and pargood team chemistry in tennis center,
about a quarter of the time I have to ask, of the least attractive and ents as well as
visitors
other Division III programs as a soccer
comprehensive in the other
have when trying
have to do the same thing. player, what
entire NESCAC?
to find their way.
This inevitably means that about our soc·
So Trinity, I
the
beginning
of
the cer/lacrosse
NESCAC season becomes fields? Our practice fields? ask you, how do you plan on
continuing to attract top stupart of the "building time" Our outdoor track? Ferris?
for NESCAC teams that
Our soccer fields are not dent-athletes when your facilother Division III teams take playable after any amount of ities are some of the least
care of in preseason scrim - rainfall because our fields do attractive and comprehensive
mages and tournaments. not drain properly. Our prac· in the entire NESCAC; and
After four years of suffering tice fields are shared with the your rules concerning fall
under the NESCAC's seem· club rugby team and are torn team pre-season's are outdatingly outdated rule, I can to shreds becoming a mud pit ed and inopportune. If the
only wish that I had the after a few weeks of practice. current administration is so
power to influence the The track is visibly falling interested in trying to change
NESCAC college presidents apart and anyone can see the the reputation of Trinity
to change this rule.
uneven parts of the track in College, why not try to
something
over
Additionally, I wish that I addition to the missing pieces. improve
which the administration has
(
complete control. The administration does not have
absolute power over how the
student body behaves, but it
does have power over how
Trinity's facilities appear to
prospective students and parents and the rules maintained
by the NESCAC athletic
league.
I encourage the Trinity
administration to take advantage of its ability to change
the look of our athletic facilities and focus on the athletic
prestige of the NESCAC, if
the administration is truly
COURTESY OF www.trinitycollege.wikispaces.edu
committed to improving our
Pictured above is Ferris Athletic Center. Ferris is Trinity College's main athletic center.
reputation.

continued from page 3

EMAIL ERICA.BERTOLl@TRINCOLL.EDU
OR KRISTINA.SMITHY@TRINCOLL.EDU.

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Trinity to Participate in RecycleMania
DAVID SIPPRELLE '14
STAFF WRITER

that now manages the campus'
Buildings & Grounds office.
According
to
Trinity's
The unveiling of Trinity's Sustainability
Coordinator
ecological footprint began on Karen Misbach, the College
Sunday, Feb . 5, 2012, with the hopes to "promote recycling
r eturn
of
RecycleMania. and improve our collection sysTrinity's campus community tems through this joint effort."
will put its environmental Misbach will oversee Trinity's
awaren ess to the test, along participation in RecycleMania.
with 630 colleges and universiThe competition will
ties slated to
span a periparticipate
in
od of ten
"The real effort will
the friendly com weeks .
be with each member
petition, which
Throughout
was
designed
the contest,
of our community
with the inten the commudoing their part in
tion of promotnity will be
making sure any waste
ing recycling on
updated
material that can be
college campuswith reports
es by using pure
delineating
recycled is set aside in
competition as
the amount
a recyclable collection
an
incentive.
of
card.
"
con tamer.
According to the
board, bottournament's
James F. Jones Jr. tles, cans,
website,
its
and paper
other goals a re
President collected for
t o call attention
recycling .
to campus r ecyTrinity ' s
cling progra m s, to advocate recycled trash will be meascolleges to "measure a nd ured and recorded with the
benchma rk" recycling efforts, help of the CT Resources
to provoke waste reduction, Recovery Authority, which will
and to simply engage in fair submit weekly reports to
and friendly competition. RecycleMania regarding the
Trinity first participated in the quantities of trash and recycontest in 2009, and after a clable materials that the
brief hiatus, the school has College disposes of. After the
decided to re-declare their par- ten weeks have elapsed, each
ticipation for 2012. This year, campus' recycling performance
the College decided to enter will be evaluated based on the
the competition in partnership total amount recycled per capiwith Aramark, the company ta . Whichever campus yields

the largest per capita figure
will be crowned the winner.
The reward for the national
champion is national recognition, the right to hold the
Waste Minimization Trophy
for the entire year, and a customized award ass embled
from recyclable materials .
President James F. Jones, Jr.
stated in a campus wide email
that he believes the real effort
of the contest to be "each member of our community doing
their part in making sure any
waste material that can be
recycled is set aside in a recyclable collection container."
President Jones also noted
that the ultimate goal is that
participation will instill better
environmental stewardship
within the community.
If you would like to get
involved with the program, or
simply have a question, you
can contact Misbach. If not,
you can stay updated on
Trinity's progress through the
RecycleMania
website,
www.recyclemaniacs.org.

- The Gavel SGA This Week

Messages From the

SGA
- Jonathan Chu '12 appointed
senior EAC representative
-Aysen Muderrisoglu '15
appointed EAC representative
- Benjamin Hartung '12
appointed SGA webmaster

COURTESY OF recyclingiscool.com

RecycleMania returns after three years.

- Virgil Bisio '12 appointed
Planning and Budget
Committee representative

Students and Faculty Pay Homage to Influential Modernist
ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13
NEWS EDITOR

Students and faculty gathered at the Underground
Coffeehouse Thursday to celebrate the legacy of the distinguished Catalan modernist
Joan Maragall.
Sponsored by the Office of
International Programs and
the
Hispanic
Studies
Department,
"Enduring
Legacy of Joan Maragall and
Modernist Barcelona" consisted of presentations, poem
readings , and discus sion to
commemorate the 100-year
annivers ary of the intellectual's death.
Visiting
As sistant
Professor of Language and
Culture
Studies
Paula
Sprague introduced the event,
which she put together with
help from Emily Pariseau '12,
the Student Ambassador for
the Trinity-in- Barcelona study
abroad program.
Sprague explained that
2011 was the lOOth anniversary of Maragall's death, and
to think of Trinity's event as
"closing off the year of commemoration."
Associate Professor of
La n gu age
and
Cult ure

Studies Thomas Harrington
He also knew German and
then briefly contextualized translated many philosophical
Maragall's work with some works , including Nietzsche,
history and facts about the which was a very unique skill
time period in which he lived. that allowed Maragall to
"There
are
certain stand out among his contemmoments in history with a lot poraries.
going on," said Harrington,
According to Harrington,
" between
he was a pioneer
1888
and
of Catalan mod"There are certain
1 9 1 1
ernist
poetry,
moments in history
Barcelona
and an advocate
with a lot going on,
had one of
for "open and
between 1888 and
these."
comm uni ca ti ve
H
e
catalanism"
1911 Barcelona had
explained
between
the
one of these."
h
0
w
upper and lower
Maragall ,
Thomas Harrington classes.
as a jourAssociate Professor of Harrington's
nalist, poet,
and essayLanguage and Culture introduction was
ist, was an
followed by six
" integral
Studies readings
of
part of the
Maragall's most
b o u r famous poems,
geoisie" of and beyond first in English and then in
Barcelona.
Spanish.
Maragall was a proud
The poems, "Paternal," "La
Catalan, but unlike many Vaca Ciega," "Las Montaii.as,"
intellectuals of the period he "Oda a Espana," "Vistas al
had no problems writing in Mar," and "Canto Espiritual"
Castilian, which created gave students a taste of
many more opportunities for Maragall's work and t h e
commu nication and collabora- t h emes and concepts it dealt
tion with oth er academics with.
through ou t
the
Iberian
H arrington poin ted ou t
P eninsula.
t h at alt h ough ma n y of

COU RTESY OF ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13

Posters covered the walls of the Underground; Professor Sprague read a poem.

Maragall's ideas were radical
for a man of his social status
writing at the turn of the
nineteenth century, he "dared
to be sincere and trusted enormously in the power of sincerity'' so he often got away with
them.
However, Maragall was
accused of being a traitor for
h is essay "La Ciu dad del
Perdon ," wh ich was censor ed
upon publication.
Ma r agall's legacy r emains

very apparent and important
in present day Barcelona. A
statue was erected two years
after his death in Barcelona's
Pare de la Ciutadella, and his
name adorns avenues and
buildings throughout the city.
His grandson, Pascual
Maragall, was the governor of
the city when it hosted the
Olympics in 1992, and he
later ser ved as t h e President
of Catalon ia fro m 2003 to
2006.
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Task Force Selected to Address Policy
continued from page 1
on the number of students who
can attend parties, students
seemed to agree that the numbers seem arbitrarily decided.
As Pat Murphy '13, a Psi
Upsilon brother explained,
"[Fraternities] all have different
square footage, they weren't
examined as to what their actual capacity is." According to
Erica Mazman '13, "800 people
have the intention of going to
the frats ... .at least half of the
population is drinking and planning to go out on a Saturday
night." That being said, students agreed that the 150 per
son limit does not take into consideration where the approximately 350 students will go,
who are now not permitted to
enter the fraternities. Students
plan to have a fire marshal come
in to determine the capacity limits in each of the fraternities and
use this evidence to revise the
existing 150-person rule.
Another important issue
brought up was the increased
safety risks as a result of the
new social policy. Many students
fear that peers will now binge
drink in their rooms since they
will not have the opportunity to
drink in fraternities. According
to Henry Eff '14, this is a major
problem, because students generally "sober up in fraternities,"
and choose to drink less because
they know the option of having
another beer is available to
them. Students supported this

hypothesis by mentioning the quads." His suggestion got full
large number of TCERTs that support from all the attendees,
took place the past weekend. and was seconded by Eff. "This
Preston Haxo '14 reported that is our school let's have a great
five students were TCERTed time and let's take care of it," he
within the first 25 minutes of said.
the 90s party held in the Field
By the end of the meeting,
House.
the attendees concluded that
In order to prevent these they must continue to work
possible dangers, students together to make the changes
they want possiexpressed
ble. Several stu their inter
"800 people have the
est in vendents emphasized
intention of going to
turing off
that the schoolthe frats .... at least half
campus.
wide uproar is not
More specifsimply an effort to
of the population is
ically, stu fight for the "right
drinking and planning
d e n t s
to party," as it has
to go out on a Saturday
agreed that
often be stated,
night."
the adminbut it is a call to
istration
change many of
the existing probshould
investigate
Erica Mazman '13 lems at Trinity. It
bridging the
was clear that
Task Force Member Lichtenfel's words
g
a
P
between
resonated
Trinity and
throughout the
the Hartford community. Rose discussion, "there are bigger
Lichtenfels '14 suggested that issues that [the social policy]
the school rents retail space has brought to light." According
around campus, so it doesn't to Bryan Farb '14, "if we can cullook like ''Trinity is one world tivate a sense of unity that's
and Hartford is another." The going to go a long way towards
students also agreed that taking battling some of the existing
steps such as these would build social ills."
campus unity and increase
11 students were chosen to
be on the new Committee on the
school spirit.
In terms of the open contain- New Social Policy. Pollawit, Eff,
er policy, Virgil Bisio '12 sug- Haxo, Mazman, and Farb will
gested, "what if we were to say be joined by Adam Eramo'l2,
let us have our open containers Carolyn Meighan '14, D.J.
on spring weekend and in Goldberg '13, Gregory Leitao
exchange we will lead an initia - '12, Hannah Kaneck '12, and
tive to go and clean up the Oliver Maggard '15.

:AIRD CAUlll CAUlm CAUIDI m111

CAMPUS SAFETY
ANNOUNCEMENTS

I

This Week at
Ca1ee1 Selllit:es
Friday, Feb. t 0
Wake Forest traduate Jusittess ProgratM Opett
lttterviews
l l a.IM.
Ad11tissiot1s attd Career Services Cettter Career
Services Lobby
Wake Forest traduate Jusittess ProgratM
lt1for11tatiot1 Sessiott with Jill Kast 't t
3 p.IM.
Ad11tissiot1s attd Career Services Cettter Career
Services Lobby
Saturday, Feb. t t
Studettt Networkittg Sessiott with the Natiottal
Alu11tt1i Associatiott Executive Co11t1Mittee
12:30 p.IM.

Ha11tlit1 Hall Faculty Louttge

100

'Days Jfoorali!
JrUfay, Jebruary 10

1oym - 12:3oam

Jfamfin Jfa[{

Saturdcw Feb. 4, 2012
12:15 p.m.
-A young Hispanic man wearing a mask that concealed half his face
and openly brandishing a butterfly-style knife was apprehended
-Students on the North side of campus notified Campus Safety immediately and helped identify his location

I

-Campus Safety along with the Hartford Police Department apprehended and arrested the offender on Bonner Street, below College
Terrace

-He asked her for the time and her cell phone and pushed her up
against a building when she refused

z

Si!

OP'ENWINE/'BTIR ~..'AR
J{OR 1J 'O'E'U'V'R'ES
CJf..'A:A1PJl(;iJfE 10.'A.ST ..'AT :MIVNI~·Jfr

Monday Feb. 6, 2012
6:30 p.m.
-A young Hispanic male dressed in a black hooded sweatshirt, dark
jeans and a baseball cap followed a student on a bicycle along the sidewalk between Vernon Place and Boardwalk

n

Come join your senior cfass with. a cliamyagne
toast ce[e6rating 100 aays to graiuation.

I

-The suspect did not openly display any weapons but threatened to
stab the student, who then turned over her phone and escaped uninjured
-Hartford Police and Campus Safety were unable to apprehend the
suspect

Jree atfmission for a(( students wfw have
lonatei to tlie Senior CCass Gift.

1¥ays to 'Donate:
c:-:1
-

fCAuttoN CAUTION CAUTION CAUDOI CAUTION ~

•Click "GIVE" at the tup right corner of the Trinity website.
•Buythe Class of 2012 hat on the TCommerce website.
•Text the word TRINITY along with your full name and class year to 41518 to
charge a $10 donation to your next phone bill.
•Contact a member of the SCG Conumttee.
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Y\.n Interview witn PresicCent Jones on
Y\.cacCernics ancC tne New Socia{ Po{icy
PETER RAGOSTA '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the past few months between the White Paper and the new
damaging to the school's reputation. Have we done the perfect thing, that's a persocial rules, there has a definite feeling of soc.ial change on camfectly good question for somebody to ask, but we are not infallible and we are not
pus, so what would you tell students about the direction of social
omniscient and it was appalling to me, that at the student forum, somebody as
life at Trinity?
decent and hardworking and caring about the students on this campus like Dean
I would tell anybody, students or parents, or alums or anybody else that we are
Alford got booed. I don't know that I've ever been as ashamed, ever, in the soon
trying our best without beirig omniscient or infallible ,.to try to improve the sociai to be eight years of being president here as I was of the student body. I was
ethos on campus while the various faculty coniniiit'ees try to figure out ways t9
~ appalled by what happened, and if you were to have read my emails from stuimprove academic ethos. The other thing, as I've. said to many of yo1,1;. I have told ' dents, I think the majority of students who were there were, I guess, after it was
my editors in Geneva, Switzerland, that I would like to write a book entitled "Sir over, perhaps pretty embarrassed by their own behavior, at least to read by my
own emails. You don't solve problems by putting your head in the sand. So I
Isaac, Pascal, Einstein and the Boys Got It Wrong" - that would be the title of
the book. And the subject of the book would be that it's not the laws of the physi- hope we are moving in the right direction, and if we are not we will know that relcal universe that govern us, but it's really the laws of utter serendipity. I mean just atively soon and we will come up with alternatives. I still want to push on the pub
look at what has happened in the last eight' or nine months. So May of 2011 the because the lack of an external environment for all of you to walk to is a negative
faculty committee asks me to write a White Paper on Trinity in 2023. It's one of and it's a fact of life. So we need to have more alternative structures on campus.
the two or three hardest assignments - and I've written thousands of pages in the
How do you think this is going to affect academics at Trinity?
last 35 or 38 years; it's one of the three hardest assignments of my career. So I
worked and worked all summer long on the White Paper. In September, we
Well, the reason I used the theoretical metaphor of the helices and DNA is that
the two are inextricably linked. And I find it very disheartening to hear my faculty
were on draft 49 when it went to print, that says a lot about being completely
obsessed about the writing project Then we start the school year and we had colleagues who teach on Friday morning say such disturbing things about people
coming to class unprepared, or not coming to class at all. And I would like to say
back to serendipity ruling the universe - we had the worst fall term socially
speaking of my entire career. We had one infraction after another. I couldn't
to those students, what do you think your diploma stands for? And when you're
believe it, it was like the social dark clouds were hovering right over Trinity and
30, do you want your diploma to stand for lower standard.s of academic rigor
shooting thunderbolts down here. And we had very upset parents, very upset stu- because of the interstices between the social life of the College and the academic?
dents; we had reputation issues that weren't related to the external environment, You want your diploma to stand for something of value. And believe me, if you
that is Frog Hollow, but that the internal culture is unsafe. And then my old, I
look around the United States, the schools whereby the social ethos is out of conwouldn't call her a friend, but certainly somebody we knew in the Texas years,
trol are not the ones that are considered places of eminence. We want Trinity to
Arianna Huffington, goes on that blog thing about us being the number one bro be a place of academic excellence. And so if the party structure is out of control,
school. And the trnstees, rightfully so, in October wanted to know what we were on any number of fronts simultaneously, then the trustee's are right to hold me
going to do to address the social problems that we have had. And again, I've
responsible for trying to correct the excesses while faculty look at various ways to
improve, as we should all the time, the academic model. We are just asking the
never seen, it was like a rash, and they were not minor social problems - they
'
were huge social problems. And we were seeing some consequences in admissocial model to be examined with the same rational scrutiny~ we are asking the
sions, in prospective students, we were seeing some consequences that were very academic helix to be examined.
·
·• 1;
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News In Brief- Lethal Cliff- Drop Kills Teen

Bomb Threat Leads to Arrest of Teen

On Sunday, 18·yearold Tobias Engel
from Hamden died after falling 200 feet
from a cliff at Sleeping Giant State Park.
According to officials, he was hiking on
the trail by himself when he fell and was
discovered on the ground by a woman
who called 911. An ambulance trans·
ferred a conscious Engel to Yale-New
Haven Hospital where he died later that
night from the sustained injuries.

A high school student in CT who made
a bomb threat via Twitter was arrested
Monday. The Rockville High School stu ·
dent threatened to bring a bomb to school
and was reported to the administrators in
an anonymous tip from another student.
The warning alert was sent to the school
community members, but upon investiga·
tion, the school was in a secured situation
with no immediate danger to students.

Giants Victorious at Super Bowl

Birth Control Pills Recalled

The New York Giants beat the New
England Patriots 21·17 on Sunday at
Lucas Oil Stadium in Indiana. This is
the second time the Giants defeated
the Patriots, recalling the 24·17 Super
Bow1 victory in Arizona four years
prior. Sports critics attribute the win
largely to Giants quarterback Eli
Manning for his crucial fourth-quarter
catch that will remain a high point in
Manning's career.

Pfizer recalled about one million pack·
ets of Lo/Ovral-28 due to a packaging
error that may result in unwanted preg·
nancies. The dosages were improperly
measured due to faulty inspection on the
packaging line. Pfizer Inc., the world's
largest drugmaker, was aware of the
issue since late Dec. but only announced
the recall to the public on Tuesday. The
recalled pills have expiration dates from
July 31, 2013 to March 31,2014.

Governor Proposes Education Reform

First Mormon Temple Underway

Governor Malloy instated his $24.8 bil·
lion proposal to revamp the lowest·per
forming schools in the state. The proposal
includes increasing the statewide contribution up $1,600 per student for charter
schools in an effort to reform the state of
education in Connecticut. Furthermore
the proposal increases accountability to
correct the overlooked student popula ·
tions in high ·need situations.

Mormons belonging to the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints are
working on building the first Mormon
temple in Connecticut. The building
would replace 11 acres of houses along
Farmington Avenue, one of the oldest
communities in the state. Mormons liv·
ing in Connecticut have limited options
for worship as the closest temple is in
Boston, New York or Washington.

-

Intercollegiate
Update
Harvard College

Dartmouth College

Harvard sophomore, Kelsey Beck,
is in the running to be crowned Mis.5
Boston by showaising the trifecta of talent, beauty and brains. Beck entered as
a means to ease the financial difficulties
of an Ivy League tuition and to advocate
her concerns for the elderly community,
which is part of her eventual plan to
practice elder care law.

An electrical fire sparked on the second-floor bathroom at the Epsilon Kappa
ribeta sorority led to an immediate evacuation and no injuries. A resident noticed
the fire from a burning smell in the bath.
room and found that the light fixture was
on fire as 'M!ll as the floor and ceiling. The
fire department res1xmded immediately
and no injuries 'M!re sustained.

Colby College
Congressman Ron Paul visited
Colby Friday, Jan. 27 to discuss economic issues and his plans to address
the exponential national debt crisis.
His speech emphasized the importance of restructuring our nation's
monetary policies, in specific the foreign policy. Student turnout proved
to be extensive despite the campus
being on vacation.

Princeton University
Princeton faculty teams received
funding from the University for five
specific projects to benefit society.
The projects include an efficient solar
cell to harness sunlight for electricity,
an innovative water-treatment technology, a microscope dependent on
sound waves, a graphene-based
improvement for batteries and a higher level of antiviral medication.

Wesleyan University
The Medical Director alerted the
campus of an outbreak of gastroenteritis, known more commonly as the stomach flu. This virus as of late was becoming prevalent in the New Britain and
Boston area, which is a typical disease in
the later months of the year. The campus was warned of the growing preva·
lence of the flu amongst students and
instructed on preventative measures.

University of Connecitcut
The Office of Community
Standards at UConn reformed
policies so that the penalties for
possession of marijuana are tantamount to the underage possession of alochol. The change was
made to parallel the equalization
of the illegal use of both substances in the state law and promote the safetv of the students.
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Common Hour Event Highlights "Life As A Living Laboratory''
SONJAY SINGH '15
STAFF WRITER

Trinity College students were treated to a presentation in the Washington
Room last Thursday Feb. 2 by Mary
Miss on her ongoing "City as a Living
Laboratory" project, which she is now
bringing to Hartford. She is collaborating with Marda Kern of EcoArt
Connections on this most recent proj-

ect.
Miss is an artist who experiments
with sculpture, architecture and land-
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Miss uses art to help teach environmental education.

scape design to bring awareness to
areas of the environment that have
previously gone unnoticed. She
received her undergraduate degree at
University
of
California-Santa
Barbara and went on to study sculpture at the Rinehart School of
Sculpture at the Maryland Art
Institute. Miss has received several
awards for her work as a sculptor and
she has been featured in multiple exhibitions across the country. Now however, she is working to improve environmental awareness through artistic
outreach.
She helped create a temporary
memorial around Ground Zero and
more recently worked on an installation focusing on water resources in
Beijing for the Olympic Park. Because
of her recent success, she has been the
focus of art exhibits at the Harvard
University Art Museum, the Brown
University Gallery, the Institute of
Contemporary Art in London, the
Architectural Association in London,
as well as the Des Moines Art Center.
As Miss told an eager audience, the
project aims at fusing art and science
in a way that is both interesting and
educational. The idea came to her one
day when she was trying to understand the structure of a watershed
and, frustrated by the dense blocks of
uninteresting text she found online,
asked a friend of hers to explain it.
"When he explained it," she said, "I
realized how interesting this informa-
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One of Mary Miss' many environmental installations.

tion can be with the right presenta tion," which spurred her to create the
project.
The project has already been in
many cities worldwide. In Boulder
Colo., the project erected a series of
high-water marks to show the potential impact of so-called "hundred year"
floods. "Although in some places" Miss
explained, "the water marks are only a
few feet high, in others, they're 15-feet

in the air!" She went on to explain
that the name "hundred-year flood" is
disingenuous because the floods could
happen at any time, especially with an
increasingly more unpredictable climate.
She also emphasized how
important it is for people to understand the risks.
Another place the project has been
is Indianapolis, Ind. where a series of
installations along the White River
allow the observer to understand the
landscape in new ways. In some
points, mirrors are placed with red
markings that simultaneously highlight various aspects of the environment as well as integrating the viewer
into their surroundings. Another cool
aspect of this project is the fusion with
technology in the "raindrop tracker"
which can be seen at www.trackaraindrop.org. The raindrop tracker shows
the travel of water from raindrop to
watershed.
Finally, Miss looks towards
Hartford for the future . An installation on the University of Hartford
campus would show various environmental problems with manmade
installations, such as pollutant buildup from retention ponds and fish barriers created by damming. Ideally, a
viewer would be able to walk the trail
on campus and learn about the environment at the same time. She hopes
the project will be constructed by 2013.
You
can
learn
more
at
www.marymiss.com.

Through the Grapevine: #RHOBH Breakdown of Season Two
SERENA ELAVIA '14
STAFF WRITER

Kyle Richards
"I may not be the richest girl in
Beverly Hills, but I am the luckiest."
Throughout this season,
Housewives fans watched Kyle
Richards continue to balance her role
as mother., philanthropist and media tor with sassiness and humor.
Whether it was playing with her
adorable daughter, Portia, or cleaning
up the mess in her sister Kim's life,
Kyle continued her streak as the
strongest Housewife. However, Kyle's
biggest challenge this season was
defending embattled friend, Taylor
Armstrong, at every event, including
an explosive tea party and a girl's
night out that got violent. We'll have
to wait and see if Kyle begins to crum ble next season under the pressure
and stress of dealing with Taylor and
Kim.

Lisa Vanderpump
"Life in Beverly Hills is a game,
and I make the rules."
Once again, the hilarious Brit, Lisa
Vanderpump, continued to be everyone's favorite Beverly Hills Housewife
this season. Lisa was kept busy this
season in planning her daughter's
wedding, opening a new restaurant,
and keeping fellow Housewife Brandi
Glanville off her husband, Ken. But

this season, Lisa's mean streak
became more apparent as she
attacked fellow Housewife Taylor
Armstrong at every opportunity and
made nasty comments about her
neighbor and cast mate, Adrienne
Maloof. Will Lisa keep up her mean
streak, or simmer down? Watch the
third season to find out.

Camille Grammer
''Diamonds aren't a girl's best
friend, freedom is."
After spending an entire season
fighting with Kyle Richards, Camille
Grammer worked to eliminate all
drama in her life on the second sea son. Well, almost all of it. This season, viewers followed Camille as she
went through a nasty divorce and custody battle with ex-husband, Kelsey
Grammer-we're totally rooting for
Team Camille. But viewers were
shocked when Miss Goodie Two Shoes
Camille went on an unexpected tirade
against Taylor Armstrong and suffered
the consequences later when she was
threatened with a lawsuit. With
rumors floating around Beverly Hills
that Camille has a new man, we'll
have to wait and see if he makes an
appearance on the third season of the
hit show.

Adrienne Maloof
"Having it all is easy, if you're
willing to work for it."
Once again, Adrienne Maloof con -

tinued to be the cool headed
Housewife, using her smoke-a-pack-aday voice to mediate between the
Housewives. It seemed that Adrienne
felt that the drama in her life was
lacking when she decided to pick a
ridiculous fight with Lisa
Vanderpump over the location of her
daughter's bachelorette party-completely unnecessary, but the highlight
of Adrienne's life. Continuing in her
entrepreneurial spirit, Adrienne
launched an obscenely expensive and
heinous shoe line this season and
struggled with the possibility of moving her basketball team, the
Sacramento Kings, to a new location.
All I can say is that hopefully next
season Adrienne regains the ability to
smile by laying off the Botox.

Taylor Armstrong
''I've finally found my voice, and
I'm not afraid to use it."
This season viewers painfully
watched Taylor Armstrong suffer
through her abusive marriage to venture capitalist, Russell Armstrong.
The struggling Housewife had a
breakdown in every place the show
went including a trip to Aspen, Kyle's
famous white party, and Lisa's disastrous tea party. As well, Tay Tay went
cray cray on a trip to Malibu while
she was extremely intoxicated and
tried to climb over a table like Tarzan
in attempts to attack Camille
Grammer. Needless to say, that scene
was the highlight of the entire season
and proved to both viewers and fellow

Housewives that Taylor needed to
abandon her marriage. Sadly, Russell
Armstrong committed suicide shortly
after Taylor filed for divorce. His
death sparked heavy criticism of the
pressures of reality television, and
viewers are eager to see how this
tragic incident will change the future
of both the $500 million Housewives
franchise and reality TV in general.

Kim Richards
"People try to fi.gure me out, but
I'm one of a kind."
Well Kim's intro quote says it all:
she certainly is one of a kind. During
this season, viewers were both entertained and confused by Kim's erratic
behavior which was caused by her
decision to mix alcohol and prescription drugs. The alcohol seems to be
turning Kim's brain to mush, as the
best insult she could invent this season was "slut pig." Continuing to slide
down a slippery slope, Kim had a
pregnancy scare in an unforgettable
moment this season during the opening of Lisa Vanderpump's new restaurant, Sur. While Kim bawled to sister
Kyle about how she was three months
(yes, not weeks) late, viewers could
only think, "How stupid is this
woman to not understand that she's
going through menopause?" Viewers
will certainly be watching Kim's every
move next season as she struggles to
get her life back on track and repair
damaged relationships with fellow
Housewives.
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The ''Long Walk of Shame"
ANNIE SCALAMBRINO '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

We have all heard of "the walk of
shame." Everyone has either experienced it, or has seen an embarrassed
walk-of-shamer make their way across
campus. It always seems like a good
idea at night. You are tired, it may be
cold, you live on the other side of cam pus (God forbid you have to walk 10
minutes back to your room), but in your
clouded judgment of the night you must
remember, at some point you have to
get back to the safety of your own bed.
You can do this in one of two ways. Flee
in the secret of the night, or in the
brightness of the day with everyone sitting in Mather eagerly awaiting your
walk.
Guys do not encounter the same
problems that women do when facing a
walk of shame, as they have the privilege of getting to wear the same clothes
out as night as they do during the daya leisure that allows them to walk
unsuspectingly across campus.

Because walk of shames generally
are not an issue for guys, I have com piled some tips for us ladies who have it
much harder.
1. If you feel comfortable enough with
the person, borrow clothes from them.
This also gives you a great reason to
get their number and (hopefully) see
them again.

2. If you want to avoid all morning
after awkwardness, wake up first,
steal clothes, sneak out.

4. Take an obscure route back to your
dorm.

4. Inner Angalsb Lemon Drop

5. Plan ahead and wear a baggy sweatshirt out that will cover as much of
your outfit as possible the next morning.

We all need to realize that this is
college and having a nice walk of shame
is all part of the experience. We need to
embrace our walk of shames and be
proud. After all, you stayed the night
for a reason so why not embrace it?
Make it a walk of pride.

Thinkine of writine for
features?

Contact Lydia Kay
LYdia.KaY@trincoll.edu
OR
Karisa Cernera at
Karisa.Cernera@trincoll.edu
-j.
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2. Fox Teawcbops Forever tbe Past
3.Streetllgbt Homeless
Mawmoset

7. If you know you are going to end up
in someone's room, wear jeans out. No
need to wear a skirt for easy access
since you are going to take your bottoms off anyways!
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I. Tip Toe Tiie Rings of Satawa

3. Wake up between the hours (if possible) of 6-9 a.m., as people are never
up, so you won't have to deal with
judgmental looks.

6. It is great to have friends who live
on the route back to your room so you
can call them incessantly until they
pick up and can give you some normal
clothes.

Annie Scalambrino gives Trinity Students love advice.

Ten Ten (lot Heall
lndie Bands

5. Melancboly Tiger Paws
6. Nostalgic ftre Ant Manifesto
7. Pretentious Dolpbln Syndrome
8. Tiie Flaking Rosaceae Scalp
9. Medusa's ln&nlte Pattern
10. Hesitant Panda Fetas
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Eastwood and Slingshot Baby Are Favorites From Super Bowl
continued from page 1
as he jumped and flipped while
Madonna belted out her classics. She
serenaded the crowd with songs such as
''Vogue," ''Music," "Give Me All Your
Luvin,"' and "Like a Prayer." Fellow
headliners MIA and Nicki Minaj were
much anticipated, and though their performances were barely two minutes
long, they left viewers wanting more
from their favorite artists. MIA provid·
ed the only scandalous part of the
night-when singing her verse, she said

COU RTESY OF adage.com

half of a certain four- letter word while
flipping off the crowd and camera.
Much more family appropriate appearances by Cee Lo Green and LMFAO
added to the overall entertainment,
though never taking away Madonna's
spotlight. The final message, con·
veyed through bright letters that took
up the entire stage spelled "World
Peace," offering a dramatic yet appro·
priate finish to the spectacle.
After sitting through four-plus
hours of Super Bowl action and 30 or
so minutes of halftime entertainment,
what we took away from Super Bowl
Sunday were the commercials. Here
are just a few highlights:
Clint Eastwood Chrysler ad: This was
one of the longest commercials of the
Super Bowl series, coming in at two min·
utes, which adds up to nearly 14 million
dollars. The message was clear, concise,
and positively received by viewers across
the country. It came just after Madonna's
show, and Eastwood's smooth, deep voice
dominated the screen and conveyed a
strong sense of patriotism. His plea advo·
cated two things: America and Detroit's
car industry. His most memorable quote
of the segment was, "All that matters
now is what's ahead. How do we come
from behind? How do we come together?
And how do we win? Detroit's showing us
it can be done. And what's true about
them is true about all of us. This country
can't be knocked out with one punch. We

get right back up again, and when we do
the world's going to hear the roar of our
engines."

Doritos: This was one of America's
highest rated advertisements of the
night, probably because it paired the uni·
versal cuteness of a baby with the special
effect of it being slung in a slingshot
across the backyard in order to grab a
delicious bag of red Doritos. Who can
resist that?
Volkswagon: Probably one of the
most entertaining commercials of the
night-James Brown's hit "Get Up
Offa That Thing" played as a dog frol·
icked around screen dragging weights
in blankets and doing laps in order to
lose weight and get in shape. The ad
ends with the dog chasing after a
bright Volkswagon down the street,
after finally being able to fit through
his doggy·door again.
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Lebanese Identity and Saint
Barbara Discussed at Trinity
HANNAH HOLLAND '15
CONTRIBUTING WRJTER

Last Friday, Feb. 3rd, Trinity host·
ed a seminar that explored the idea of
finding oneself through the stories and
legacy of St. Barbara. Christine
Lindner's acclaimed essay touches
upon the idea that St. Barbara,
through her stories and legacy, helped
to shape what it means to be Lebanese,
in a modern context. The religious
struggles, illuminated by recent war
between the varieties of religious sects
that compose Lebanon, can find com·
mon ground between their mutual eel·
ebration of St. Barbara and her life.
Although from a western perspective
St. Barbara is a lesser-known fixture
of Christianity, she clearly holds a crit·
ical aspect of the Lebanese variety of
the religion.
Every year on Nov. 3, Lebanese
children gather by the masses, behind
masks and veils, chanting, "Hechli
Barbara" or, in English, "run, Barbara
run." The children are given candy and
treats as the night progresses, paral·
leling a North American Halloween.
This tradition of dressing·up , shout·
ing, and giving treats commemorates
Barbara's famed death at the hand of
her pagan father.
The seminar touched upon the idea
that there are two conflicting stories of
Barbara's death. The hagiographic version argues that Barbara, the daugh·
ter of a wealthy Pagan by the name of
Dioscorus, was kept locked in a tower
to protect her from the corruption of
the outside world. Her father ordered a
dual·windowed private bathhouse to
be created for her but, in his absence,
Barbara added a third window, to cele·
brate the Holy Trinity. Once her father
saw the three windows and understood

Barbara to be a Christian, he drew his
sword to kill her.
As Barbara evaded death by her
father's sword, she was dragged before
the prefect of the province, and mercilessly tortured. Her faith healed all
wounds until finally her father sen·
tenced her to be beheaded.
On the other hand, the orthodox
version of Barbara's death varies in
that she disguised herself to attempt
to escape the tower and elude her
father, hence the Halloween·esque
masks of her Lebanese celebration,
and in that her father ordered her
beheading. Just prior to her ill·fated
beheading, lightening struck the earth
and
her
bod~
The change in the story, between
Christian and Lebanese Orthodox,
illustrates the differences between the
two religious sects. Lindner tells us
that what appears to be subtle varia·
tions in the two stories, can be quite
telling as to what it means to be
Orthodox or Christian, in Lebanon.
The latter emphasizes the idea of
female chastity and honor and man·
ages to uphold Lebanese traditions. As
the years progress, women who were
largely oppressed have been gaining
rights and social legitimization
throughout Lebanon.
Like St. Barbara, who took initia·
tive by escaping from the tower,
Lebanese women have begun to escape
from the confines of traditional second·
class citizenship. From a modern perspective, the legacy of St. Barbara can
be seen reflected in the Lebanese peo·
ple's sense of person from a national,
regional and global outlook, and not
just within the inspiration of Lebanese
women. St. Barbara's story and legacy
illuminates the focus of many subsets
of Lebanese lifestyle and beliefs.
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Ghanian Movie Poster Exhibit Comes to Austin Arts Center
GE ORGINA THERMOS '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Austin Arts Center is
currently holding a public
exhibit called Bold, Raw &
Uncensored: Ghanaian Movie
Posters. The opening reception took place on Thursday,
Feb. 2 and the exhibit will
last until Friday, March 16.
The gallery was filled with
students, faculty, administrators, and member of the
Hartford community, admiring the colorful canvases.
Viewers' reactions varied as
they studied each poster. An
information board hangs on
the wall introducing the
exhibit and informing viewers
on the history of Ghanaian
Film and posters. It was a

helpful tool that allowed people to become more engaged
with the artwork.
One audience member was
Assistant Professor of History
and International Studies
Seth Markle who was inspired
by the collection saying,
"What interests me the most
is how the religious symbolism represented in the majority of the posters has the
depth and power to generate
critical debates on the Trinity
campus, ranging from aes thetics to the impact of
Christianity on contemporary
identities and visual culture
in Africa." This exhibit not
only offers fascinating artwork, but represents a compelling culture too.
The exhibit consists of 24

posters from the collection of
Visiting Associate Professor of
Fine Arts Michelle Gilbert.
The making of these hand
painted posters began in the
late 1980s and lasted about a
decade. These surreal masterpieces share the same
wicked spirit, but expresses a
sense of individualism as
well. These are the works of a
variety of artists who engaged
in Ghana's cinematic explosion. Ghana's young commercial artists of the 80s experimented with playful fan tasies,
violence,
and
Christianity to comment on
their society and culture.
Most of the posters share com mon symbols to communicate
specific themes and messages.
The Nollywood (Nigeria's

Hollywood) films are one way
fundamentalist theology is
revealed in Ghana and
Nigeria. Gilbert defines the
films as "about witchcraft or
ill- gotten gains." These
posters aim to release a universal feeling of fear and
death, and they definitely do
not fail to do their job.
The posters contain an
extraordinary palette consisting of primary colors that
jump off the walls with great
energy. The visible cracks
and creases on the canvas
contribute to its rustic nature.
A
half-live
half-skeletal
woman with snake hair, a
white-skinned
voluptuous
mermaid, and another halfliving woman who lives as a
water spirit fill the 42" by 66"

canvas in Highway to the
Grave. The golden border
surrounds these images gives
it a complete look. The facial
expressions capture the intensity of emotion and the meaning that stands behind these
images.
The exhibit received great
reactions from the public and
will be available for more
weeks to come. The Widener
Gallery is open weekdays
from 1-6 p.m., but is closed on
Saturdays. It is free admission and open to the public so
you are definitely encouraged
to go and check it out!

uncensored:
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Professor Gilbert talks with students and guests during the gallery opening.

Trinity students observe and discuss the exhibit's Ghanaian movie posters.

Professor Gilbert poses at the exhibit.

Speakeasy, M. T.Bearington and Wildlife Perform at The Mill
RENEE SWETZ '14 &
CHLOE MILLER '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER &
ARTS EDITOR

On Friday, Feb. 2, The Mill,
Trinity's student-run arts collective, hosted a concert featuring the bands Wildlife, M.T
Bearington and Speakeasy.
Speakeasy opened the show,
inviting a growing crowd. The
band began around 9:30 p.m.
just as students began to wander Vernon Street. At first, the
group was small, including students involved in The Mill,
friends and fans from around
campus, and a surprising number of non-Trinity students
who followed the indie bands to
their show. As fans clustered
into The Mill's intimate performance space, flashing light
machines and casual chatter
served as a warm-up for the
bands.
Students as well as people
from around the Hartford area
were signing their names at
the door for what was Trinity's
first
officially
registered
"Social Event with Alcohol"
under the new Social Policy.
Will Benjamin '14 is a newly
trained social host who was in
charge of the alcohol for the
night. Behind an unfinished
bar built by his own hands,
Benjamin checked wristbands
and served up beers to stu-

dents, fans, and band members
alike. President of the Mill
Jared Rodriguez '12 said that
the new Social Policy generated a lot of interest for The Mill,
as they were not allowed to
serve alcohol at their events
prior to the policy.
The first band, Speakeasy,
who has already made a name
for themselves in their home
state of Missouri, advertises
themselves as an undeniably
talented group with a "rhythm
section that simply makes you
move." As part of their intent
to build a loyal fan base across
the nation, Trinity was just one
stop on what they call a "nonstop tour" with recent events in
places like the mountains of
Colorado and the Carolina
Coast. A group of dedicated
Mill members found the band
at the BAR Music Festival in
New Haven, Conn. a few
months ago and hounded them
to come play at Trinity.
Also present was a group
named M. T Bearington. This
indie rock group , hailing from
the New Haven, was formed in
2008, and was named using
the initials of its founder,
Matthew Thomas. Thomas got
his songwriting start on the
Apple software Garage Band.
The group is made up of members from a host of other
Connecticut bands, some of

which are still in existence.
The
multi-tasking
band
includes the older sister of
Trinity
student
Jessica
L'Heureux '14, and the entire
family was in attendance.
Their first full album, Love
Buttons, was released just a
short year ago, but the second
full album Silent Immortals is
already in the works. They
were named as one of the
bands to "look out for" at the
South by Southwest music festival in Austin, Texas, coming
up next month.
The main attraction,
Wildlife, is a group of five
friends from Toronto that has
quickly grown since their for-
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The members of the band Speakeasy.

mation in 2005. The Mill wasn't their only stop in Hartford;
they played a show with M.T.
Bearington at the Arch Street
Tavern downtown the previous
night. They finished off the
evening, taking the stage after
both M. T Bearington and
Speakeasy had finished their
sets. There was not a dull
moment for this performance
as their effects included a
series of smoke machines that,
unfortunately, caused a small
disruption when they set off
the fire alarm. But, after a bit
of a delay, they finished off
their set to a crowd that Erica
Taylor '12 said grew pretty continuously throughout the

night. Rodriguez said the concert was "wildly successful,"
and for fans of these indie
bands, "having them play at
The Mill was an absolute
honor."
The Mill, led by Rodriguez
and House Manager Jon Chu
'12, was started by Trinity students in an effort to increase
the social options on campus,
focusing on creative expression, music, visual arts, and
artistic expressions of all
kinds.
They maintain an
active blog (www.themilltheblog.com) to help gain popularity and cultivate creativity on
campus and on the arts scene
as a whole.

COURTESY OF: Lsg Originals
Wildlife performs at the Arch Street Tavern in downtown Hartford Thursday.
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The M6: Meredith Monk
Third Generation Visits Trinity
EMILY MISENCIK '14
ARTS EDITOR

On Friday, Feb. 3, The M6: Meredith
Monk Music Third Generation performed at Trinity College's Austin Arts
Center as part of the 25th celebration of
Trinity/La Mama Urban Arts Semester
in New York City. The group describes
themselves as an "ensemble dedicated
to learning and interpreting the works
of the contemporary American composer, singer, and director-choreographer
Meredith Monk" and made sure to captivate the audience with their various
musical pieces. Both Trinity and nonTrinity members filled the audience to
watch The M6 perform. The group is
comprised of Sasha Bogdanowitsch,
Sidney Chen, Emily Eagen, Holly
Hadal, Toby Newman, Peter Scisciolo
'95, and featuring guest cellist Brian
Snow. Sciscioli, an alumni of Trinity
and La Mama, returned to Trinity's
main stage where he has been a voice
teacher for the program since 2010.
The concert, which began at 7:30
p .m ., contained numerous versions of
Monk classics. In particular, the group
performed Tablet (1976) and Dolmen
Music (1979), enthralling both Monk
followers and general music lovers
alike. The M6 also performed pieces
from Monks albums Book of Days
(1985), Facing North (1990), and
ATLAS (1991). The group has been
praised by Monk herself, appearing on
her latest CD, Songs of Ascension,
which was released on the ECM label in
2011. General admissions tickets were
$15 and $10 for seniors and non-Trinity
students with ID. Trinity students were
able to see the performance for free
with their Trinity ID.
Monk's music has been described as
a combination of "the technical virtuosity of classical music, the poignancy and

directness of folk music, the freedom
and flexibility of jazz, and the excitement of rock and roll." The M6 portray
Monk's unique style in their renditions
of Monk classics, as noted in Friday's
performance. Most of Monk's music is
taught through oral tradition, as The
M6 attended a professional workshop
offered by Monk and The Weill Music
Institute at Carnegie Hall in Jan. 2006.
The M6 continue to learn Monk's music
in a variety of ways, including directly
from the composer and from various
members of her past and present
ensemble. The group hopes to preserve
her repertoire and working methods by
transcribing and documenting the
pieces on video.
Monk is considered a pioneer in the
music industry, exploring new sounds,
tones and textures in her songs. She
was named "Composer of the Year 2012"
by Musical America and continues to
compose for her own ensemble. In addition, she has received various important commissions, including the Los
Angeles Master Chorael (2010), Kronos
Quartet (2004), Michael Tilson Thomas
for his New World Symphony in Miami
(2003), and The Houston Grand Opera
(1991). The M6's concert showcased
Monk's musical repertoire, pleasing and
educating the audience on Monk's
music and style.

Hager Studies Slave Letters
at Common Hour Lecture
continued from page 1

COURTESY OF: m6ensemble.com

The M6 sang interpretations of Monk classics

~ CINESTUDIO~ ~
A DANGEROUS METHOD
TUESDAY, 7:30 PM
WEDNESDAY, 7:30 PM
DEMOCRACY IN FILM SERIES:

THE BLACK POWER MIXTAPE 1967-1975
THURSDAY, 7:30 PM

YOUNG ADUL.T
FRIDAY, 7:30 PM
SATURDAY, 2:30 AND 7:30 PM
NATIONAL THEATRE LIVE PRESENTS:

TRA VEL.L.ING L.IGHT
SUNDAY, 2:30 PM
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S NOTORIOUS
SUNDAY, 2:30 PM
MONDAY, 7:30 PM
TUESDAY, 7:30 PM

out loud to the room and highlighted several important distinctions. The letter
to white men with high social standing. clearly showed that the author had a
The letters by no means exemplified strong command of the spoken language,
"good writing," but the misspelled words but had much more difficulty with the
and beginner-level literacy was what written word. The manuscript had many
Hager focused on. The content of the let- misspelled words, such as "wrape" for the
ters also varied, though Hager was able word "rape," ''licor'' instead of ''liquor,"
to find the significance and meaning in and "sholder'' in the place of "shoulder."
all of the texts he looked through, raising It was interesting to see the use of
the question ''What is
''hyper-correction" that
literature?"
Hager pointed out,
The
overarching
which was a common
theme of the presenta' occurrence in other lettion was that literacy
ters he looked at as
meant freedom in the
well. It was clear that
eyes
of
African
African American writAmericans in a time
ers understood the
period where their basic
English language, but
rights as human beings
when it came to
were severely limited.
expressing themselves
Hager estimates that
on paper they tended to
overdo the spelling on
roughly 200,000 African
Americans were literCOURTESY OF:drbronsontours.com words that they barely
ate, and addressed the A letter was sent to General J.G. Foster. knew.
The second letter in the presentation
obvious advantages reading and writing
could socially bring to them. At this point was to a "General Franch" written by a
in the 19th century, business was done George Johnson. The tone was more
entirely by communicating through writ- commanding and urgent than the first,
ing, and literacy continued to gain impor- and proposed questions to the reader
tance in the modern world. The image of about whether it was a "white man's
a ''blank page" represented freedom to world" anymore, suggesting a progresAfrican Americans-an opportunity to sion towards equality that was unique to
express themselves clearly and break free this letter.
Hager was engaging and energetic
from the limits illiteracy brought with it.
After providing some context of where throughout the entire presentation and
the literature ca me from and what his pa ssion for the subj ect and his
inspired his inter est in this specific field, research was clear. After he finish ed the
Hager showed two letter s from the book second letter, h e opened the room up for
he u sed throughout his research. The questions and was confronted with some
first one, somewhat difficult to see on t he compelling responses. Everyone who
projector screen because of its small font attended the event no doubt enjoyed
and manuscript writing, was from themselves and took with them many
Reverend Abram Mercherson to Maj. interesting ideas and themes regarding
Gen. J .G. Foster. Hager read the letter African American writing.
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HUMOUR

- - "If it's true tfjat our species is afone in tfje uni"erse, tfjen-I'S fja"e to sa~ tfjat tfje uni"erse aimeS ratfjer fow an8
settfe8 for "ery fittfe." 1<5eorge <tarfin

Sunday, Feb. 5th, 2012. - When Elisha Nelso Manning raised his arms in triumph as time
expired in Super Bowl XLVI, it was a victory or the American Dream. You see, Eli is a
man who married his college sweetheart; he's a~ who enjoys the simple things in life;
he isn't even considered the best quarterback in his family, but proved that you don't need
to be cool to win. All you need is a little blind deterdimation and a decent throwing arm.
All I've got to say is : "I love New York ... oh, and th t's 0 for 2 Tom."

Meet Our Tour Guides·

Amory Blaine
Just Outside of Boston, MA

High school: Deerfield Academy
Major: Political Science
Minor: Legal Studies
Favorite class taken at Trinity: History of Political Thought I
Favorite professor at Trinity: Gregory Smith, because he's chill.
Why I chose Trinity: My Dad went here and his Dad went here,
and after I didn't do so well on the SATs (I'm not a good test-taker)
Trinity was the best school that I could get into. I liked that they
used the common app and didn't have a supplementary essay
because I heard that they used to do that and that would not be
cool.
Extracurricular activities: Mock Trial, Entrepreneurs of Trinity
College
What I love most about Trinity: Trinity reminds me a lot of prep
school. The students here like to have a good time but they are also
really smart. I love Trinity so much that I don't want to go abroad.
Professional goals/career plans: After taking a few intro political
science classes, I'm pretty much an expert in government and law. I
plan on going to law school, but only after taking a few years off to
travel.

Isabelle Borges
Westport, CT
High School: Kent
Major: Art History
Favorite class taken at Trinity: Psychology
101
Favorite professor at Trinity: Alden Gordon
Why I chose Trinity: The campus is really pretty, plus I look good in
Navy Blue and Gold. The study abroad programs are really good here and
I can't wait to go to Rome my junior year. I really like the close-knit
community on campus.
Extracurricular activities: Trinity Republicans, Environmental Club,
EAC
What I love most about Trinity: Trinity has really good vegan and
gluten-free dining options. I love the small classes and all the personalized attention that I get.
Professional goals/career plans: Work for Teach for America for a year
and then become an art curator at the MoMA.
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Men's Squash Takes on Princeton, Looking Forward to Nationals
continued from page 1

to recover quickly, physically
and mentally, because any
successful athlete must accept
the limits of their skills and
learn ways to adapt and com·
pensate. It's not humanly pos·
sible to be that precise on
every shot, of every point, of
every game. Now that Trinity
has met the scope of their tal ·
ent, they are learning to win
in other ways.
The loss to Yale hurt a lot,
but it ignited a fire in the belly
of the beast ... or bantam if you
will. This year's squad may
not be as dominant against its
competition compared to pre·
vious groups during the
miraculous winning streak,
but they are proving to be a
resilient bunch that recog·
nizes the mistakes they made
at Yale. The Bants want to
show everyone they have over
come the loss and they won't
let anyone get in the way of
their quest for another Potter
trophy (awarded to the CSA
Nationals champion). Last
Wednesday night, Feb. l, the
Trinity squash team made a
statement: ''You can have the
Potter trophy when you pry it
from our cold, dead hands."
Before easily winning the
NESCAC Tournament for
their sixth straight year,
Trinity hosted
Princeton
University for the last match
of their regular season. This
was to be Trinity's biggest
challenge yet. Princeton, who
was 7·0 before their meeting
with Trinity, has been playing
exceptionally well this year,
including an impressive win
against Yale. The Tigers look
primed to make a run at
Nationals where they will
have home·court advantage,
as Nationals will be held at
Princeton University. It's no
secret that Trinity players are
anxious to get a chance at
revenge against Yale during
Nationals,
however,
they
understood Princeton might
be there toughest opponent
yet.
Johan Detter '13 commen·
tated that "before the season
most people in the squash
community had been talking
about Harvard being the best
team in college squash this
year. Coach had long insisted
that Princeton was just as
good, if not better. Coach was
proven to be right when
Princeton beat Harvard 5-4 in
the beginning of the season.
We were very excited before
our match against Princeton
because it would determine
our ranking for Nationals."
Before players went on to
their respective courts to start
their matches against the
Tigers, Trinity players hud·
dled together for a pre·game
ritual,
chanting
"l,2,3
BANTS!" Emotions were defr
nitely running high in this
contest. Trinity took an early
3-1 lead and eventually won 7·
2, but there were many close
matches including Reinhold

_I

Hergeth '13, Antonio Diaz '12, that we, and every athlete sportsmanship."
No . 1 at Nationals but that
and Vikram Malhotra '12, all alike, truly works hard for.
Squash is known as a "gen· won't mean much with at
of whom were down 1-2 before We had prepared for the tleman's game," so tradition· least five teams all having a
making terrific comebacks match all year and to have so ally spectators of matches honest shot at claiming the
and winning their individual many people there, being loud don't heckle players during Potter trophy. The loss to Yale
matches 3·2. Malhotra's victo· and showing their support for points being played but as has become a catalyst for
ry was especially impressive our team and our school, was Mackin had pointed out, most Trinity Men's Squash team,
because he was playing Todd simply amazing. Squash is a of the Trinity fan base is rela · who appears unstoppable at
Harrity '13, who is currently very new game in the minds tively new to the sport and the moment. The team has
ranked No. 2 in the country. of the majority of the student their hearts were in the right accepted the mortality of the
Harrity was ranked No. 1 last body at our school so some· place.
winning streak. However, it
season, not losing a single times the cheering can be
What does all this mean doesn't matter because all
match throughout the entire done prematurely and in a though? Trinity lost to Yale. they're concerned about is
year. Despite the victory, way that Coach tries to con· Yale
lost
to
Princeton. winning again. Trinity is bet·
Detter
reiterated
that trol in order to maintain and Princeton lost to Trinity. ter prepared to lose, but
"Princeton will definitely pose uphold our school's quality of Trinity will likely be seeded they're ready to win.
a serious threat at Nationals.
Although we beat them 7-2 it
was a very tight match. Many
matches went to 5 games and
this can easily change when
we no longer have the home
court advantage. Last time we
lost at home was 15 years ago
so it is clear that we play our
best squash at home."
Other players on the team
seriously contributed to the
Bantams win as well. Miled
Zarazarua '15 won 3·1, consis·
tently making adjustments
throughout his match. In
between games Zarazarua
would be willingly consulted
by teammates, explaining that
"I have learned from each and
everyone of my teammates.
From the first player [Vikram]
to the last one [Livingston]."
Playing such a prominent role
(No. 3 on the ladder),
Zarazarua has had a lot to
handle for a first-year, but
says he enjoys the pressure
and being able to compete at a
high level.
"It has been great, one of
the best years of my life. I
have been doing what I love
the most, playing squash,
studying, and being with my
teammates who are my brothers. I am so proud to be part of
this team and to have the
opportunity to play high up on
COURTESY OF athletics.trincoll.edu
the ladder. "It has been chal·
Antonio Diaz beat Princeton Tiger Chris Callis on February 1st, helping to lead the Bantams to a 7 to 2 victory .
lenging but fun at the same
time ."
Zarzarua
also
explained what he thinks
gives Trinity an edge over
other clubs stating, "I think
that the Trinity Squash team
has something that none of
the [other] teams have and
this is unity. Coach has taught
us more than only to perform
on court but to also take care
of our brothers." The element
of closeness amongst the
teammates is what has helped
the Bantams move past the
loss to Yale and defeat other
strong teams like Harvard,
Rochester, and Princeton.
During
the
Princeton
match there was one player
that received a significant
amount of attention. Fan
favorite Matt Mackin '14,
defeated Steve Harrington '13
3·0 in front of a raucous crowd
that, at one point may have
gotten a little too rambunc·
tious, causing Trinity's Head
Coach Paul Assaiante to stand
up and tell Trinity students to
"Cheer or shut up."
Mackin felt that "the sup·
port we had against Princeton
COURTESY OF athletics.trincoll.edu
on Wednesday gave that certain feeling of pure excitement The Trinity Bantams make a strong recovery from their loss to the Yale Bulldogs winning their following five matches.
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Mens Squash takes on
Princeton University
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Club Equestrian Rides Against Yale Men's Ice Hockey Hosts
Williams, Middlebury
SEAN OKITA '15

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While the varsity sports at
Trinity College are often the
most recognized by students and
spectators, many members of
the student body participate in
club teams on campus. Trinity
College's Club Equestrian team
is one of the less common teams
mentioned around campus, however the sport and those who
participate in it are just as passionate and competitive as those
on some varsity teams. The
Equestrian Team, led by captains Alexa Parsons '12 and Jen
Dorfman '14, has competed in
many shows since the beginning
of this academic year, one taking

COURTESY QF Sarah Coleman
Mallory Taylor '15 showing on Feb. 4.

place last weekend at a farm
maintained by the Coast Guard

Academy in Gales Ferry, CT.
Girls from the Trinity community competed this past
Saturday, Feb. 4, against
University of Connecticut,
Post
Connecticut
College,
University,
Sacred
Heart
University, Fairfield University,
and Yale University. Each division is comprised of a jumping
course, as well as a class that is
focused primarily on the rider
called a flat class. Three girls
competed in the Open Division,
which is a class within each
show designed for the most
accomplished riders. Parsons
gave the team a great start coming in first in her jumping class
and third in her flat class.
Mallory Taylor '15 contributed to
the teams talents in the Open
Division as well receiving a third
in her jumping class. The
Bantams' continued to shine as
rider Annie Gardner '15 finished
third in her jumping class within
the Intermediate Division.
Jordan Hillier '15 and Catherine
Read '15, both novice riders on
the team, finished first in their
respective classes and Sarah
Coleman '15 recieved a second.
After the show, captain Parsons
spoke highly of her young team
saying, ''This year the team has
really come together. All of the
members have been riding
exceptionally well and, for the
first time in the four years I have

been riding on the team, we will
be sending multiple riders to
Regionals (A show in the
Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association that colleges must
qualify for). I am so proud of

KAYLA CHADWICK '12
STAFF WRITER

The Trinity College Men's
Ice Hockey Team split a pair
at home this weekend, defeating Williams on Saturday
oefore falling to Middlebury
Sunday afternoon, bringing
their season record to 8-9-2 (57-2 in NESCAC contests).
Trinity scored a goal in
each period on Saturday en
route to a 3-1 win over the
Ephs. With 1:14 left in the
first period, forward Sean
McCarthy '12· capitalized on a
power play and scored with a
wrist shot past Williams' goalkeeper Sean Dougherty. Just
minutes into the second period, Dougherty rebuffed a shot
by Jordan So '13, but Chris
Menard '13 was there to get
the rebound and score the
Bantams' second power play
goal of the game.
Near the end of the third
period, Williams pulled their
goalie in a last ditch attempt
to remain in the game and it
paid off, as Justin Troiani
pulled the Ephs to within one
with 1:29 left in the contest.
Sadly for Williams, Trinity
didn't let that go unanswered,

COURTESY OF Sarah Coleman
Sarah Coleman'15 in Novice Division

everyone for their fantastic performance so far this semester
and I look forward to the rest of
the season!"
The Equestrian Team certainly has a bright future
because of their successful freshman, as well as the great examples upperclassmen such as the
captains as well as Jenny Lewis
'12, Mollie Scheerer '14, and
Emily Sesko '14 have set. Trinity
College is currently ranked
fourth of the teams that they
have faced this season, and they
are looking to qualify for regionals in the pear future. Overall,
the equestrian team has represented Trinity College in
admirable fashion so far this
season as they have competed
with grace and skill.

as Zachary Lombardi '13
scored an empty-netter soon
after to cement the win for
the Bantams.
The Ephs owe a lot to
Dougherty, as he stopped 28
of 30 shots he faced, keeping
the score close; luckily for the
Bantams, Trinity goalkeeper
Ben Coulthard '14 was a
force, saving 4 7 of 48.
Sunday's game was more
difficult,
as
Middlebury
recorded 19 shots in the first
period alone, while the
Bantams managed only three.
Middlebury would score a
goal in each period (goals
were by Charles Nerbak,
Martin Drolet, and Brett
Brazier, respectively). Trinity
managed only 19 shots to
Middlebury's 49, and though
Coulthard stopped 46 of those
shots, the Bantams couldn't
muster the offense necessary
to win the second game of the
weekend.
Trinity Men's Ice Hockey
will travel to Colby and
Bowdoin this week before
returning home Friday, Feb.
17 to face Wesleyan at
7:oop.m. at Williams Rink in
the Koeppel Community
Sports Center.

Trinity College Bantams

1991: Nate 0 Tiny" Archibald, a legen4acy NBA
guard who averaged just under 19 points rer
g~e and 7.4 assists per game throu~hou his
illustrious career.,was elected to the Naismith
Memorial Basketoall Hall of Fame.
1993: While with the Orlando Magic, basketball
legend Shaquille O'Neal had a monstrous dunk
against the Pheonix Suns, bringing down the
entire basket with him.
1994: The Airman Michael Jordan, signs a professional baseball contract to play with the
Chicago White Sox minor league affiliate, the
Scottsdale Scorpians.
2010: The New Orleans Saints and.Indianapolis
C.olts played in Super Bowl XLW in Miami at Su
Life Sradium. Sainfs _guarterback Drew Brees
pompleted a Super B'"owl record 32 passes, leading Die Saints to a 31 to 17 victory.

Feb. 7

Mens Basketball
Albertus Magnas

7 p.m.

Feb. 10

Middlebury

8 p.m.

Womens Basketball
6 p.m.
Feb. 10 Middlebury

~~

Mens Ice Hockey
Feb. 10 at Colby

7 p.m.

~

~
~~

I

Womens Ice Hockey
7 p.m.
Feb. 10 at Amherst

~

~~

Wrestling
at Rhode Island

12 p.m.

Womens Squash
Feb. 12 at Princeton

1 p.m.

Feb. 11

~

